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Lost in L.A.
Michael Connelly’s latest a tour de force
Suspended Sentences
by Jim Napier

L

ord Acton observed that “Power
corrupts; absolute power corrupts
absolutely.” Although there are
few—fortunately—who wield absolute power today, there are all too
many petty dictators who abuse even
their limited powers to the detriment of
those around them. L.A. crime writer
Michael Connelly offers up a tale of two
such men, in a Greek-like tale of hubris
and its consequences.

McConaughey; and along the way he has
received numerous Anthony, Macavity,
Edgar, Dagger, and Shamus awards in
recognition of his work.

Michael Connelly
A former journalist whose work has
been shortlisted for a Pulitzer Prize,
Michael Connelly first introduced LAPD
detective Harry Bosch to the world in
1992, with the publication of his debut
novel, The Black Echo. The book went
on to earn the author an Edgar Award for
Best First Novel from the Mystery
Writers of America. To date Connelly
has published twenty-eight crime novels,
including Blood Work (made into a film
starring Clint Eastwood) and the
acclaimed Lincoln Lawyer, also recently
released as a film, starring Matthew

The Drop
(Little, Brown, 2011)
Homicide Detective Harry Bosch & his
partner David Chu have been assigned to
LA’s “Open-Unsolved” Unit, where
they’re one of several teams charged
with looking into cold cases. For each,
it’s a dream posting. Ironically for a
homicide detective, Chu doesn’t like
dealing with actual bodies and autopsies,
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and most cold-case work simply involves searching records and databases
and tracking down suspects. Bosch, on
the other hand, welcomes the chance to
use the remaining three years before his
impending retirement to solve old cases
and put those responsible away. Each
finds the work satisfying, although for
very different reasons.
Bosch has just begun working on a rapeand-murder case dating from 1989 when
he learns that DNA found on the
nineteen-year-old victim has just been
matched to a convicted sex-offender,
Clayton Pell. The problem is, Pell was
only eight years old at the time! The
revelation is more than a little troubling:
his first thought is that the forensics lab
might have screwed up the DNA results.
Or perhaps the detectives handling the
case had cross-contaminated it with
evidence from another case. Either way,
if the discrepancy can’t be explained it
will cast doubts on hundreds of other
cases, opening the way for defense
lawyers to overturn convictions and
allow their clients—many of whom may
be guilty—to walk free.
Bosch is pondering how to handle the
issue when another case falls in his lap.
George Irving, lawyer and son of an
influential city councillor—an ex-cop
himself—has just been found dead at the
foot of a high-rise hotel, the Chateau
Marmont, a favoured haunt of the rich
and famous. Was Irving a “drop” (the
term refers to jaded police jargon for
jumpers) or was he pushed? The father,
a city councilman and lifelong adversary
of Bosch’s, has put pressure on the Chief
of Police to assign Harry Bosch to the
case. Although they can’t stand one
another, the councillor is convinced that
only Bosch will get to the bottom of
things and tell him the truth. It’s not an
assignment Bosch can pass on: the

politician has substantial influence, the
power to block crucial police budget
appropriations, and a well-known hostility toward the Department. He’s also
running for re-election.
Although the two cases are very
different, they share a common feature:
nothing adds up. The victim in the cold
case rape-and-murder was a young
woman, yet Clayton Pell is known to be
gay; and bruises found on George
Irving’s body suggest he was assaulted
by someone trained in police choke-hold
techniques prior to his death, techniques
that had been abandoned many years
earlier. Was an officer involved?
As Bosch threads his way carefully
between the two cases he encounters a
psychologist treating Pell at a halfway
house who is convinced that Pell cannot
be the rapist in the cold case, and when
Bosch looks into George Irving’s death,
he learns that Irving’s son had returned
from university in San Francisco to be
with his bereaved family on an airline
ticket purchased before his father’s
death, and paid for by his father. To add
to his problems Bosch is troubled by
media leaks that threaten to compromise
his case and seem to be coming from
inside the force. But the councilman had
been right about one thing: nothing will
deter Bosch from getting to the bottom
of things. And so Bosch tangles with
two adversaries, both past and present,
as he moves inexorably closer to the
truth.

A compelling tale that
will engage readers
Tight, layered plotting and a compelling
narrative are hallmarks of Michael
Connelly’s work, whose novels dominate West Coast crime fiction. But in
The Drop the reader is also treated to an
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engaging sub-plot involving Bosch’s
teenage daughter and his concern for her
happiness following the death of his late
wife. Equally intriguing is the beginning
of a personal relationship that promises
romance for the detective, but which
seems ultimately to be doomed. A
knight-errant from another era, Bosch’s
unwavering sense of personal values
seems always to get in the way of his
own happiness. The Drop is a true tour
de force, then, grounded in the complex
realities of the world, but wrapped
around an inventive, compelling tale that
will engage readers on many levels.For
more on Michael Connelly’s novels
go to www.michaelconnelly.com/
Jim Napier can be reached at
jnapier@deadlydiversions.com

